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Percentages:

% change

% of amounts

Data:

Types of data

Averages

Statistical 

diagrams

Pie Charts

Number:

Types of number

Factors/multiples

7
YEAR

2D and 3D 

shapes

Venn Diagrams

Fractions:

Equivalence

Adding/subtractin

g

Transformations:

Translations

Reflections

Rotations

Enlargements

Basic algebra:

Simplifying

Expanding 

brackets

Equations

Sequences

Substitution

Inequalities:

Representing

Solving

Rounding and 

estimating

Circles

Scatter 

Diagrams

Sampling/Bias

Volume and 

surface area 

of prisms

Factorising

Using 

formulae

Rearranging

Angles in 

parallel lines

Further 

equations

Nth terms of 

linear sequences

Standard Form

Rounding 

errors and 

limits

Box Plots

Averages from 

frequency tables

Further volume 

and surface area

Trigonometry

Constructions 

and loci

Linear 

Simultaneous 

equations

Intro to 

Quadratics

Angles in 

polygons

Scale factors for 

area/volume

Direct and indirect 

proportion

Negative scale 

factor 

enlargements

Growth and 

decay

Forming and solving 

equations

3D shapes – cones, 

spheres

Area of any 

triangle

Recurring decimals

Sine and 

cosine rules

Factorising

complex 

quadratics

Proportionality

Quadratic 

simultaneous 

equations

Surd

sCompleting the 

square

Graphical 

inequalities

Different types 

of graphs:

Trigonometric

Exponential

Cubic

Quadratic

13
YEAR

Quadratic 

sequences

Transforming 

graphs

Rates of change

Iteration

Area under a 

curve

Functions

Vectors

Circle 

theorem

s

Proofs:

By 

exhaustion

By deduction

Surds & 

indices

Binomial 

Expansions

Further quadratics

Vectors in 

2D/3D

Coordinate 

geometry

Graphs of 

polynomials

Trigonometric 

identities

Continuous 

distributions

Binomial 

distributions

Differentiation

Hypothesis 

testing

Integration

Algebraic DivisionRadian

Small angle 

approximations

Trig: 

Double angle 

formula

Identities

Sec/cot/cosec

Differentiation

: 

Chain rule

Product rule

Quotient rule

11

10

8
YEAR

Angles:

Measuring

Straight lines

Triangles

Pythagoras

Introduction to Proofs

Parallel and 

perpendicular 

lines

Sampling 

techniques

Polynomials

Sketching

Factor 

theorem

Trigonometric 

equations

Exponentials 

and 

logarithms

Standard 

Deviation

Integration:

Definite

e, logs, trig 

functions

By 

substitution

By parts

3D Vectors

Arithmetic and 

geometric 

sequences and 

series

Kinematic

s

Forces and Newton’s 
Laws of motion

Partial 

Fraction

s

Differentiation: 

Points of inflexion

Rates of change

Modulus functionsParametric functions

Numerical 

methods:

Indices

Fractional scale 

factors 

enlargements

y = mx + c

12
YEAR

Regression 

lines

PMCC

Force

s

Calculator skills

Basic Number:

Place Value

Negatives

Decimals

Ratio

Sharing

Recipes

Proportion

Area and 

perimeter

Probability

Normal 

distribution
Applications 

of forces

Kinematics

Regression

Variable 
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ProjectilesMoment

s
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Mathematics
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YEAR

12

‘ Biology turns non living matter into life. ’ 

7
YEAR

Safety in the lab –
key skills for 

Science

Ecology – How do living 

things interact with 

each other and the 

environment?

What makes us 

like we are?

How can we 

stay healthy?

What happens 

to our food in 

cells?

Cells – What different types of 

cell are there and how to 

substances enter and leave?

How do cells divide and become 

organized into organisms?

Diseases, what causes them and 

how can they be treated?

How do 

plants make 

their food?

What conditions affect 

the rate of 

photosynthesis?

How do messages travel 

around the body?

How can organisms 

reproduce?

13
YEAR

How are characteristics 

inherited? 

How are 

the body’s 
conditions 

controlled? 
What do the 

important 

biological 

molecules do ?

How can we 

study the basic 

components of 

living things?

Investigating membranes 

and enzymes.

How are 

substances 

transporte

d around 

organisms?
How do organisms 

coordinate their 

activity?

Practical fieldwork

11

10

8
YEAR

How do 

animals 

reproduce?

Investigate what is 

needed for 

photosynthesis

What affects the way 

enzymes function?

Respiration – what is 

it and how does it 

change when we 

exercise?

What are communicable 

diseases caused by and 

what are the organism’s 
defences?

How are 

genes in living 

systems 

inherited and 

expressed? 

Energy in biological processes – How do 

photosynthesis and respiration work? 

How does 

technology allow 

us to manipulate 

genomes?

Microscopes – what are 

living things made of?

How do we get 

energy from 

our food?

What are 

microbes?

How do plants 

make food?

How do key organ 

systems work?

Investigate osmosis 

in cells

How do hormones help 

control our body?

How do 

ecosystems 

work?

How has life 

on earth 

evolved?

How do things 

enter and leave 

cells?

How do 

cells divide?

How do 

organisms 

get oxygen?

How do we 

classify 

organisms?

How are 

the body’s 
conditions 

controlled? 

How can healthy 

ecosystems be 

maintained? 

How do we 

study 

ecosystems

?

YEAR

YEAR
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‘ Chemistry is part of everything in our lives.’ 

7
YEAR

Safety in the lab –
key skills for 

Science

How do 

acids and 

alkalis 

react?

How are metals 

extracted ?

Do all metals 

react the 

same way?

What are 

atoms made 

of?

How do atoms help 

us write chemical 

equations?

How can mixtures be 

separated?

How do 

atoms join 

together?

How does 

energy 

change 

during 

reactions?

What conditions affect 

the rate of reactions?
What are 

hydrocarbons?

How has the 

Earth’s atmosphere 
changed?

13
YEAR

What are finite 

and renewable 

resources? 

How are 

fertilisers 

made? 

Molecules are 

different 

shapes!

How do we 

quantify 

chemical 

reactions?

Titrations as an analytical 

technique

Explaining 

trends in the 

Periodic Table

How can we quantify 

rates and equilibrium ? How do we synthesize 

molecules?

11

10

8
YEAR

What are the 

differences 

between metals 

and non metals?

Investigate what 

is the best fuel.

How can we 

make salts?

What is 

aromatic 

chemistry?

How can we predict 

if a reaction will 

happen?

How do storage 

cells work?

How can mixtures be 

separated?

What is matter 

made of?

What are 

chemical 

reactions?

How can we 

reduce 

pollution from 

combustion?

How has the 

periodic table 

developed?

Investigate 

chromatography

Can reactions go 

backwards?

Why is 

cracking 

important ?

How do 

different organic 

molecules react?

What holds 

substances together?

Using oxidation 

numbers 

How do 

we name 

organic 

molecules

?How should 

we manage 

polymers?

What are buffers 

and why are they 

important in our 

bodies? 

Further organic reactions 

How do 

chemists test 

for drugs in 

sport?

YEAR

YEAR

What causes 

rusting?

How can we 

use electricity 

to split 

compounds?

How can we find 

out what 

something is made 

of?

What are 

polymers

?

How can we use 

resources 

sustainably?
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‘ Physics’ 

7
YEAR

Safety in the lab –
key skills for 

Science

How do we get day 

and night and the 

seasons?

How does 

electricity flow 

in a circuit ?

What makes a 

magnet?

How do sound 

and light

travel? 

What are the 

properties of 

waves?

How are energy stores 

changed?

How does 

electricity 

flow in 

circuits?

How can we 

explain 

directions of 

movement?

Investigate 

reflection and 

refraction.

How do forces affect 

motion?

How does light 

behave?

13
YEAR

How do 

lenses work? 

What is 

electromagnetism?

How are forces 

linked to 

motion?

How do we come 

up with units for 

quantities?

Investigation into young’s 
modulus

What is 

refractive 

index?

What is internal 

energy and specific 

heat capacity?

Investigate Young 

double-slit experiment

11

10

8
YEAR

How is heat 

transferred?

Investigate 

circuits.

Investigate 

resistance 

in a wire

What are the 

properties of waves?

How is 

physics used 

in medical 

imaging? 

What is a 

gravitationa

l field? 

Investigating the 

action of forces

What types of  

forces are 

there?

What types 

of energy 

are there?

What happens 

when forces are 

unbalanced?

How can we meet 

energy demands 

sustainably?

Investigate 

specific heat 

capacity

What can 

time/motion 

graphs show?

What is the 

electromagnetic 

spectrum?

How are work, 

power and energy 

connected?

How do forces act 

upon objects?

What is 

momentum?

How do we 

investigate 

materials?

How do 

waves 

interfere?

How do 

objects 

orbit in 

space? 

Understanding 

nuclear physics What is 

quantum 

physics?

YEAR

YEAR

How do forces 

make things 

work?

What is the relationship 

between force and 

pressure?

How did the 

Solar System 

form?

How do magnetic fields 

influence our lives?

What is in the 

solar system?

How does heat move 

through different 

materials?

How is 

electricity used 

in our homes?

How does the 

organization 

of molecules 

control the 

state of 

matter?

What causes 

radioactivity?

How do we 

know what 

atoms look like?

What is the 

life history 

of a star?

What is 

current

?

Latent heat investigation

What is 

the big 

bang? 

Understanding 

particle physics 
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YEAR
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What was life 
in 11th century 
England like?

Who was 
the 
Tollund
Man?

Why did 
William win 
the Battle of 
Hastings?

How did 
Harold win 
the Battle of 
Stamford 
Bridge?

‘ Without History there would be no future... ’ 

7
YEAR

What is 
History
?

Why did 
the 
Normans 
build 
castles?

What was life 
in 15th

century 
England like?

What was 
the 
Reformation
?

Was Guy 
Fawkes 
‘set up’?

How did life change 
under ‘The 
Commonwealth’?

Why did the 
population 
explode 
during the 
Industrial 
Revolution?

Haw dangers 
was it to work 
in the 19th

Century?

What was 
life in 19th

Century 
England 
like?

Who were the 
true 
entrepreneur
s of the 19th

century?

What was the 
British Empire?

Was the 
British 
Empire a 
good thing?

Did life for slaves 
improve in the 
Americas?

What part did the 
British play in the 
abolition of 
slavery?

How did the Black 
Death impact Britain?

Did John 
Snow save 
London?

Who were 
the medical 
heroes of the 
Renaissance?

How important 
was the creation 
of the NHS?

Why did the 
world go to 
war in 1914?

What was life 
like in the 
trenches on 
the western 
front?

Was General 
Hague the 
‘butcher of 
the Somme’?

Was the Treaty of 
Versailles a 
success?

What was the 
turning point of 
WWII?

How did 
civilians 
survive the 
second 
world war?

What is 
Genocide?

Are bystanders
ever ‘innocent’?

What lessons 
can we learn 
from the 
Holocaust?

How important 
were Anglo-
Saxon kings?

Why did William 
win the battle of 
Hastings?

Why did the 
rebellions of the 
late 10602/1075 
fail?

How influential 
were the changes 
to the Christian 
church?

Why was there a 
constitutional 
crisis when William 
died?

Was there any 
progress in C&P 
by the late 
Medieval period?

How did the 
reformation
impact Crime 
& Punishment?

Why did the 
prosecution of 
witches rise and 
fall during the 
17th Century?

Why did the 
Bloody Code 
fail?

Was 
transportatio
n a success?

What role did 
Robert Peel play 
in the 
improvements to 
the penal 
system?

How did the 
US Civil War 
impact 
migration 
West?

Why was it difficult to keep 
law and order in the west?

Why were the 
Plains Indians 
placed in 
Reservations?

Was 1876 a 
turning point in 
the Indian wars?

Why did Weimar 
Germany face challenges 
from the left and right?

13
YEAR

Which crisis 
was greater for 
Germany - 1923 
or 1929?

Why did the 
world plunge into 
crisis in 1929?

How and why did 
Hitler come to 
power?

Why were there so 
many ‘outsiders’ in 
Nazi Germany?

How did life 
change for 
women in Nazi 
Germany?

What role did 
religious 
belief play in 
consolidating 
Nazi 
ideology?

How did 
Henry II 
come to 
power?

What is History?

What role did 
Eleanor of 
Aquitaine play in 
his reign?

Why did 
Christendom become 
so vulnerable to 
attack?

How did Henry II 
consolidate his power?

How successful 
were Henry’s 
expansion plans in 
Wales and 
Scotland?

What role 
did religion 
play in 
Henry’s 
foray into 
Ireland 
and 
France?

Who was the most 
successful leader of the 
Crusades? Why?

How did Henry 
atone for Thomas 
Becket’s death?

Why did 
Henry’s sons 
rebel against 
him?

What was 
the 
importanc
e of the 
Outremer
?

Did Henry create 
an ‘empire’?

How important was 
the leadership of 
Saladin?

What were the 
impacts of the 
US Civil War??

How successful 
was 
Reconstruction?

What was the 
impact of Black 
Codes?

How influential 
were 
individuals such 
as Booker T 
Washington?

11

10

8
YEAR

Did the 
Normans 
bring a 
‘truckload of 
trouble’?

Was 
Appeasement a 
success?

How did William 
consolidate his 
power?

Why did we 
never catch 
Jack the 
Ripper?

Are ‘new 
crimes’ ever 
new crimes?

How did 
Home-
steaders
survive on the 
plains?

What were 
the causes 
of Henry 
and 
Thomas’ 
falling out?

Why did 
Henry want 
the Vexin?

What were the key 
motives of the 
Crusades?

What was the 
Outremer?

Why did the 
Fourth Crusade 
fail?

What was the 
Harlem 
Renaissance?

To what 
extent did 
the New 
Deal help 
Black 
Americans?

Was WWII 
the cause of 
the Great 
migration?

What were the 
consequences of 
Henry II’s death?

Independent coursework examining the views of Historians 
in regard to a key turning point in world history – for 
example the origins of WWI, the importance of Hitler’s 
leadership, the Berlin blockade, the rise and fall of 
witchcraft, the fall of the later Roman Empire…

Did Black Power hinder 
the civil rights 
movement?

How did Barak 
Obama win the 
presidential election 
in 2008?

What is 
evidence?

Were the 
Medieval 
Monarchs
‘in crisis’?

Why was 
Thomas 
Becket 
killed?

Why did 
England go 
to war in 
1642?

What was the 
slave trade?

How can we use 
History to make 
sense of today?

Why did Harold 
Godwinson gain the 
throne in 1066?

What were the 
consequences of the battles 
of Fulford Gate and 
Stamford Bridge?

How did the 
Normans
change law 
and order in 
Britain?

How did 
punishment 
change during 
the 20th

Century?

Why did some 
many 
Americans 
migrate West 
in the 1840s?

How did Plains 
Indians adapt 
to their lives on 
the plains?

Was the Treaty 
of Versailles a 
‘stab in the 
back’?

How did life 
change for 
children in 
Nazi Germany?

Did Gustav 
Stressemann
‘save’ Germany?

How did the discovery 
of Gold impact 
migration West?

What was the impact of 
the Constitution of 
Clarendon?

To what extent did 
peaceful protest impact 
the Civil Rights 
movement?

How does Obama’s 
story reflect the 
‘American Dream’?
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Our Continent –
what is Europe 

like?

Our Country –
who lives in our 

country and 

where

How do rivers 

change 

downstream?

Flooding in the UK and 

Bangladesh

‘ Without Geography you’re nowhere. ’ 

7
YEAR

Geography 

Expedition – key 

skills for 

Geography

School fieldwork –
what ecosystems 

are there in school

How are our 

coasts 

changing?

What is Italy like ?

How does 

tourism affect 

Italy?

Why is the 

north of Italy 

different to the 

South?

How does the 

climate of Italy 

change?

What is an 

extreme 

environment

?

How have glaciers 

effected the UK?

What is 

happening in 

the Tundra ?

What is global 

warming and 

how does it 

impact an LIC?

How can we 

adapt to global 

warming?

What type of 

industry do we get?

How had 

industry 

changed in the 

UK?

How has 

development 

changed 

employment?

What is Nepal 

like?

How does tourism help 

development in Nepal?

How can we 

provide energy 

in Nepal?

The worlds 

highest 

mountains

How do we recover 

from natural 

disasters?

What are 

natural 

hazards?

What were the 

impacts of 

Hurricane 

Katrina?

How does our 

planet work?

What were the 

impacts of the 

Christchurch 

earthquake?

How can we manage 

a volcano?

How do we 

respond to 

natural 

hazards?

What is 

Africa like?

Why are there no 

billionaire in 

Africa?

How important is 

Aid in Africa?

How does the 

climate create 

problems?

Where are 

TRF?

What are TRF like?

Who lives in the 

TRF?

What are the impacts of 

deforestation in TRF?

What are features of 

coastal erosion?

What are features of 

coastal deposition?

How do we manage 

the coast?

Dorset Coast 

fieldwork?

How do river 

processes 

change 

downstream?

How does erosion 

and deposition 

change river 

landforms?

What are the 

impacts of 

flooding and how 

can we manage 

it?

Where do we 

find volcanoes 

and earthquakes 

and why?

How do 

earthquakes 

effect HIC and 

LIC?

How do we 

monitor, predict 

and protect hazrds?

Is climate 

change 

affecting our 

weather?

What are the 

factors affecting 

urban change?

How is Rio 

changing?

How is Bristol 

changing?

Bristol Urban 

fieldwork?

Can a city be 

sustainable?

13
YEAR

What are the 

causes of uneven 

development?

How can reduce 

the development 

gap?

How is Nigeria 

changing?

How is the UK 

changing?

What factors 

effect types of 

ecosystems?

What are tropical 

rainforests and why are they 

important?

Where are cold 

environments and why are 

they important?

Should we allow oil 

exploitation in the Arctic?

How can we 

provide food, 

water or energy?

What are the issues 

of energy insecurity?

How important is 

natural gas?

How do we provide 

energy in an LIC

What factors affect 

glacial landscapes?

What’s in a place?

What processes 

occur in glaciers 

and glacial 

landscapes?

How do we 

understand place?

What are fluvioglacial

landscapes?

Who are the 

players that 

influence 

economic 

change?

How have valley 

glaciers affected a 

landscape over 

time?

Snowdonia Fieldwork?

How have 

ice sheets 

changed a 

landscape?

How are places 

created through 

place making 

processes?

How can 

humans alter 

glacial 

landscapes?

How can we use 

statistical skills 

in Geography ?

Is there a link 

between disease 

and economic 

development?

How do we use GIS 

in Geography?

How effective are 

communicable and 

non communicable 

diseases dealt with?

What are the 

contemporary 

patterns of global 

migration??

NEA Fieldwork

Why has migration 

become 

increasingly 

complex??

What are the issues 

associated with 

unequal flows of 

global migration??

What is 

meant by 

sovereignty 

and 

territorial 

integrity?

11

10

8
YEAR

How can 

we manage 

coasts?
Coasts 

Fieldwork?

Bristol Virtual 

fieldwork?

How at risk are 

we from 

Supervolcanoes

?

Cheddar Gorge 

Fieldwork?

How do waves effect 

the coast?

How do tropical 

storms form and 

can we protect 

against them?

Is the weather in 

the UK becoming 

more extreme?

Can we 

manage 

climate 

change?

What are the 

threats to 

periglacial 

landscapes?

What are 

periglacial 

landscapes ?

How does economic change 

influence patterns of social 

inequality ?

What are the global 

patterns of disease 

and can factors be 

identified that 

determine these?

How far can 

diseases be 

predicted and 

mitigated?

Can diseases 

ever be fully 

eradicated?

What are the 

contemporar

y challenges 

to sovereign 

state 

authority?

What is the 

role of global 

governance 

in conflict?

How effective is 

global 

governance of 

sovereignty and 

territorial 

integrity??

What is the evidence for 

continental drift and plate 

tectonics??

What are the main hazards 

generated by volcanic 

activity?

What are the main hazards 

generated by seismic 

activity?

What measures are available to 

help people cope with living in 

tectonically active locations?

What are the 

implications of 

living in 

tectonically active 

locations?

How important are water and 

carbon to life on Earth?

How do the water and carbon 

cycles operate in contrasting 

locations?

How much change occurs over time in the water 

and carbon cycles?

To what extent are the water 

and carbon cycles linked?
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YEAR
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What do 

Christians and 

Hindus believe 

about Creation 

Where do 

Hindus go on 

Pilgrimage?

How can we save 

the planet and the 

environment?

How are we 

destroying God’s 
Creation? 

7
YEAR

What is Hinduism 

and where do 

Hindus live?

Was Jesus an 

active Citizen?

What are the key 

beliefs of Islam?

What does God 

mean to a 

Muslim?

How do we 

know what is 

real?

Does God exist?

How was 

Judaism 

founded?

Why was Moses so 

important?

What is 

Prejudice and 

Discrimination

? 

How do Jews 

celebrate their 

beliefs?

Why is it so 

important not to 

discriminate? 

Why is Martin Luther 

Kings so important?

What was the 

Holocaust? 

Why is it important 

that we study the 

Holocaust?

What do Sikhs 

believe about 

equality?

How should we remember 

the Holocaust?

What do Sikhs 

believe about 

Human Rights?

How does the 

Gurdwara show 

equality? 

What is individual 

liberty?

What are 

ethics? 

Should 

Euthanasia be 

legalized in the 

UK?

What is the 

ethics around 

abortion?

What is the potential 

issue with genetic 

engineering? 

What do Christians 

believe about the 

Afterlife?

What is 

reincarnation

?

Is religion a source 

of peace or conflict?

How has Jihad been 

misinterpreted? 

What is Just War 

Theory? 

What is Sewa? 

How do 

religious 

people support 

charity?

Why is Black Lives 

Matter important?

Is Britain a racist 

country? 

What do Christians say 

about racism and do 

they always follow the 

teachings?

What is Just War 

Theory?

Different Christian 

attitudes towards 

terrorism.

What are the 

different types 

of pacifism?

What is Social 

Justice? 

What did Jesus do

The Five 

Pillars of 

Islam 

Relationships 

and families 

Relationships and 

marriage 

Role of men and 

women 

Christian 

understanding of 

equality

Worship and 

sacraments

13
YEAR

Christian 

Practices

How can reduce 

the development 

gap?

Pilgrimage Role of the 

Church 

The question of God 

The nature of reality 

Experiencing God 

Dialogues 

between religious 

and non religious 

groups 

Religion’s role in 
modern society 

Secularism and 

Humanism 

Interfaith dialogue and 

ecumenicalism 

Ancient 

Philosophical 

influences

Philosophy 

of Religion  

Religious 

Experience 

Soul, mind and 

body 

Religion and Ethics

The problem

of evil

Kantian Ethics

Utilitarianism 

Euthanasia

Natural Law 

Knowledge of 

God’s Existence

The Person of 

Jesus 
Christian Moral 

Principles 

Christian Moral 

Actions

The attributes of 

God 

Philosophy of 

Religion 

Twentieth Century 

perspectives  on 

religious language Religion and Ethics

Meta-ethical 

theories 

11

10

8
YEAR

What are 

British 

Values?

What happens 

when we die? 
What is the history 

of racism?

Religion, Peace and 

Conflict

Islamic beliefs 
Life after death 

(Akhirah)
Festivals 

Death and 

the afterlife

Developments 

in Christian 

Thought

Arguments from God based

on observation and reason
Situation Ethics 

Sexual Ethics 

Religious 

Pluralism 

and theology 

Religious 

pluralism and 

society 

Conscience Religious Language 

– symbol and 

analogy  

Developments in Christian 

Thought

Liberation Theology and Marx

The challenge of secularism 

What do Hindus 

believe about 

deity? 
How did 

Jesus fight 

for Social 

Justice?

How can we show the 

British Value of tolerance 

and respect? 

What are 

forgiveness and 

reconciliation?

What are Christian 

beliefs and teachings? 

What is the 

nature of God? What is evil and 

suffering? 

Nature of 

Allah Islamic 

practices 

Civil Partnerships 

Celebrations 

Existence 

of God 

Augustine’s 
Theory on 

human nature 

Business 

Ethics

Gender and theology 

Gender and society 

Confidence, Consideration, Courage, Creativity, Conscientiousness: Religious Studies 
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The Learning Journey through French

Introductions & greetings 

Family & Pets 

Past tense 

with avoir

Conjugation of avoir

& être Food & Drink

Ordering in a

restaurant 

Partitive articles 

Gender of nouns & articles 

School

Telling the 

time 
Negatives 

Sports & Hobbies 

Weather 

Conjugating regular “er” verbs 

Reflexive verbs 

Where I live

(home)

Describing a past holiday 

Past tense with être
Countries  

Prepositions  

Places in a town

The pronoun “y”  

Transport

Adjectives-

position &

agreement

Directions 

around a 

town

Imperative

Making plans to go out

Modal verbs

Free-time activities

Family 

relationships

Comparatives

Adverbs

“si” clauses

Far future tense

2-verb structures

Career choices

& ambitions

Conditional

tense

Clothes

Imperfect tense

Near-

future

tense

Possessive adjectives

Direct object pronouns

Healthy living

Home & daily routine

New technology 

& media 
TV,  film & music preferences 

Consolidation of 

all previously-

taught grammar 

Exam 

Preparation

School studies

Career choices &

work experience

Environmental issues & 

solutions

My town & region

Travel & Tourism

Festivals & celebrations

Passé

composé

Comparatives & superlatives 

Relative pronouns

Après avoir/être /

avant de

“si” clauses 2

Household 

Chores

8

7

9

11

Social issues

10

on a topic or grammar point for extra practice!

Phonics are taught 

throughout. 

to practise!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjx947h/articles/z7ftwty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjx947h/articles/zmvpqp3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7t8kmn/articles/zm3n7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7t8kmn/articles/zjs6d6f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjx947h/articles/z4xjrj6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjqtgwx/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7t8kmn/articles/zkt747h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7t8kmn/articles/zkt747h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjx947h/articles/zfkgpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zwtx6sg/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z87jq6f/revision/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zscgr82/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjx947h/articles/zbqkvk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7t8kmn/articles/zm3n7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z93fyrd/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zhk2y9q/revision/1
https://www.french-games.net/frenchtests?topic=Place%20-%20places%20in%20town&level=primary
https://www.free-french-quiz.com/transport1.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z7rwpg8/revision/1
https://study.com/academy/practice/quiz-worksheet-giving-getting-directions-in-french.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zspvtv4/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zw4wrwx/revision/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zbg8t39/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zmfr7nb/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zfc2bdm/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4b8t39/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zf8mvk7/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpbv34j/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zn7vrqt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh7pcqt/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zbk6cqt/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z289srd/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxtx6sg/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/ztfpr82/video
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zrw6bdm/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zf8jf4j/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zhhvd6f/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjngqp3/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zvqhrj6/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zhfc2sg/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z6y4mfr/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zd6y8xs/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zhp3wty/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zw9nv4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpr8b82/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqx2mp3/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zbdx382/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkqgbdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkqgbdm
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Introductions & greetings 

Family & Pets 

Ordering 

in a

restaurant 

Gender of nouns

& articles

Sports & Hobbies 

Weather 

Reflexive verbs 

Where I live

(home)

Holidays

Countries & 

accommodation  

Prepositions  

Places in a town

Present tense

Adjectival

agreement

Directions 

around a 

town
Imperative

Marriage & 

relationships

Cuando/si

Adverbs

Subjunctive

(Cuando)

2-verb 

structures

Future study

and jobs 

Direct object

pronouns

Possessive adjectives

Direct object pronouns

Home, daily routine

& chores 

New technology 

& media 

TV,  film & music 

preferences 
Exam 

Preparation

School 

studies

Career choices &

work experience

My town & region

Imperfect subjunctive

Social

issues

on a topic or grammar point for extra practice!

Describing others 

Conjugation of tener & ser
Comparatives

me gusta

Conjugation of 

vivir

Prepositions 

8
ser vs estar

Direct object “lo 
juego”

Festivals, 

customs & 

traditions 

Preterite tense

New Year 

resolutions

Future

tense

Imperfect

phrases

Shops and shopping 

Phonics are taught throughout 

the Spanish course- you can 

practise here!

Clothes

9

The Learning Journey through Spanish

Si clauses

Impersonal verbs

Food &

drink

Superlatives

healthy living

& illnesses

acabar de

Imperfect tense
gracias

a/ sin / 

con

Environmental issues & 

solutions

Pluperfect 

tense

Consolidation of all 

previously-taught grammar

11

Conditional tense

10

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zr8c7nb/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/z42dbdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z6n6382/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z6nhgwx/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znv6bdm/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z789mfr/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/z63n7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/zjdrvk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z7fmy9q/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znyprj6/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zd7dt39/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zfrn47h/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z789mfr/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfgt6v4/articles/zkmwgwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfgt6v4/articles/zfryxyc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfgt6v4/articles/zbw4f4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfgt6v4/articles/znryxyc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zd2whbk/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/zhgfmfr
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/zf9bhbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zbfncqt/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhy27nb/articles/zk78382
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhy27nb/articles/zk78382
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4g3d6f/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zryhgwx/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znyx382/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zmgrxyc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zjkgjhv/revision/1
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YEAR

9

YEAR

12

Introduction to Artist 

from past and present 

Introduction to 

Arts Award.

Portraiture 
Observational drawing -

proportion, scale, shape, 

form, structure, line, 

tone, texture and pattern.

Introduction to Colour
Meaning of - Tints, shades, 

colour, texture, mark making 

Colour theory

Methods for mixing and 

blending.

‘Art encourages children to think, developing skills and confidence as they go. ’ 

7
YEAR

Introducing the Formal Elements

Shade, shape, form, tone 

Learning about the 

local landscape

Research Artist 

Van Gogh

Producing own 

landscapes using the 

artist Van Gogh as 

reference and 

inspiration when 

applying paint. 

Favourite 

Objects/Identity
Researching the artist 

Michael Craig Martin and 

producing own example 

from own objects. 

Favourite 

Animals.

Grid enlargement, 

blending, shades and 

tints.

Building on previous 

knowledge  mixing 

of colour using oil 

pastel 

Introduction of 

Metamorphosis/Surrealis

m

Producing own 

Metamorphosis 

example inspired by 

animal drawing and  

photograph.  Tonal 

drawing inspired by 

Travis Louis. 

Experimenting 

with surrealism 

Collage 

To use their individual 

metamorphosis collage 

and to recreate this in 

paint. 

Introduction to 

Pop Art/ Icon 

tonal Portrait

Researching the 

artists Roy 

Lichtenstein and 

Andy Warhol 

produce artist 

copy  

Introduction to the 

history of Graffiti 

and stencil printing 

Producing own 

stencils in the 

style of Pop Art 

Printing with 

stencils and 

creating own 

compositions

Identity

Graffiti artist research 

Convert chosen icon  

into style of Iain 

McCarthur 

Research the local  artist 

Iain McCarthur,  

produce  artist copy

Course Introduction, breakdown of course, 

introducing of GCSE assessment objectives. 60% 

coursework, 40% Exam  

Gallery Trip

Starting point 

Building on 

existing skills 

composition of 

collage based on 

favorite  things 

Researching 

artist Paper 

Monster 

Fragment fabric 

Printing and 

graphic pen 

composition as 

final responses 

Tonal Portrait 

Distortion
thorough 

portraiture 

Food Project

13
YEAR

Identity

Course Introduction, 

breakdown of course, 

introducing of A 'Level 

assessment objectives. 60% 

coursework, 40% Exam  

What does you 

identity mean to 

you?

Personal projects

London/Bristol trip 

11

10

8
YEAR

Perspective
To experiment with 

one, two and four 

point perspective 

creating own street 

scene. 

Pop Art 

influenced Icon 

Portrait, icon 

chosen by 

student

Gallery Trip 

Fragments

Research 

fragment 

photographer  

Rankin 

Portrait  in the 

style of fragment 

artist 

Experimentin

g through use 

of distortion 

photography, 

tonal 

drawings and 

producing a 

3D piece with 

clay 

How the brain works – left/right –
verbal/visual.

Developing hand/eye coordination.

Measuring skills.

Metamorphosis

Researching the 

artist Travis Louis 

Building on previous 

knowledge of what 

Metamorphosis and 

surrealism is. 

Producing collages 

to demonstrate this. 

Construct and draw out 

own composition of 

identity from portrait

What is identity what 

makes you, you?

Family, memories, 

objects etc.. 

Producing pieces using 

different materials based 

on collage inside shapes, 

letter and numbers. 

External 

Component 
40% Exam 

Exam paper given 

out 

Observational 

drawings, using a 

Varity of 

materials 
Discussion of 

exam paper 

Experimenting 

with fabric print, 

lino print, 

sculpture, 

ceramics, drawing, 

painting

Developing 

portfolio, building 

on strengths

Discussion of final 

outcomes for courses 

work-working to 

students strengths  

Developing 

understanding of  

assessment 

objectives 

Formal assessment 

Personalized checklists 

for coursework 

External Exam -
end of course 

Coursework 

mounted  and 

handed in 

Observational 

drawings, using a 

variety of materials 

Personalized 

checklist given 

Completion of 

final pieces for 

Course work

Making sure  

assessment 

objectives are 

being developed 

and answered 

Observational 

drawings, using a 

Varity of 

materials 

Discussion of final outcomes for 

courses work-working to students 

strengths  

Recording  of aspects of 

identity through  1st hand 

photography

Continue feedback 

and formal 

assessment

Personalized checklists 

for coursework tasks 

Discussion of final outcomes for 

courses work-working to students 

strengths  

Showing of past student 

work. Developing 

understanding of how to 

develop ideas, 

experiment with materials 

and review work, and to 

record from it.

Personalize

d checklists 

for Personal 

projects 

External Exam -
end of course 

Summer work set , 

continuation of 

personal project and 

preparing for 

conclusions to 

personal project. 

Structure of essay to run 

alongside personal project

Past examples given out  

External 

Component 
40% Exam 

Exam paper given 

out 

Discussion of 

exam paper 

Observational drawings, 

using a variety of materials 

Personalized 

checklist given 

Making sure  

assessment objectives 

are being developed 

and answered in 

preparatory work

Discussion of final outcomes for exam-working 

to students strengths  

How to present a 

portfolio of work 

answering the 4 

assessment 

objectives. 

Presentation and 

mounting up. 
How to present a 

portfolio of work-

presentation and 

mounting up. 

Interview 

ready-

portfolio 

Summer work 

presented
Continue to work 

on personal project Personalized 

feedback/checklists 

for coursework 

Discussion of final 

outcomes for courses 

work-working to 

students strengths  

Final pieces 

produced, 

course work  

handed in 

and mounted 

Formal assessment 

Students working 

though assessment 

feedback ensuring 

assessment objectives 

are answered.

Developing  

Personal projects to 

ensure 

experimentation 
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YEAR

8

YEAR

9

YEAR

10

Safe execution of 

movement

SAFE WORKING 

PRACTICES 

(process)

‘ Education in the art of dance is education of the whole mane – his physical, mental & emotional natures are disciplined & nourished 

simultaneously in dance.’ TED SHAWN. 

Dance Learning Journey

7
YEAR

Develop 

flexibility, 

strength, 

technique, 

control & balance

Perform dances 

using a range of 

movement 

patterns

Why is it 

important to 

warm up and 

cool down?

Travel

Turns

Elevations

Gestures

Use of different 

body parts

Stillness

Floor work

Can add in 

transitions

KS2-3 

Transition

Pathways

Levels 

(high/medium/low) Size of 

movement

Directions 

(forwards/bac

kwards/sidewa

ys/diagonal)

Patterns – a design 

traced in space

Spatial Design 

(personal 

space/general 

space)

Lead and follow

Mirroring

Action and reaction

Accumulation

Compliment and contrast

Counterpoint

Formations

Contact

Timing content

Rhythmic content

Movement 

in a 

stylistically 

accurate way

Systematic 

repetition

Rehearsal 

discipline

Mental 

rehearsal

Planning of rehearsal

Response to 

feedback

11
YEAR

Movement 

memory

Capacity to 

improve

Concentration

Confidence

Posture, 

alignment, 

balance, 

coordination, 

control, 

flexibility, 

mobility, 

strength, 

stamina, 

extension, 

isolation

Projection, focus, 

spatial awareness, 

facial expression, 

phrasing

Musicality, sensitivity 

to other dancers, 

communication of 

choreographic intent

Fast/slow, sudden/sustained, 

acceleration/deceleration, 

strong/light, direct/indirect, 

flowing/abrupt
Lead and follow, mirroring, 

action and reaction, 

accumulation, complement 

and contrast, counterpoint, 

contact, formations

Pathways, levels, 

directions, size of 

movement, patterns, 

spatial design

Including footwear, 

masks, makeup & 

accessories. Features 

such as; colour texture, 

material, flow, shape, 

line, weight, decoration, 

how they define 

character, gender, 

identify dancers, 

enhance or sculpt the 

body and enhance the 

action.

Projection, furniture, 

structures, backdrop, 

screens and features of 

these such as colour, 

texture, shape, 

decoration, materials

Number, 

gender

Placement, 

angle, 

proximity and 

special effects

Proscenium 

arch, end stage, 

site sensitive, in-

the-round

As exemplified 

in the interview 

with each 

choreographer

Movement content 

(RADS), structuring 

devices, 

choreographic 

devices

Mood(s), 

meaning(s), 

idea(s), 

theme(s), 

style/style 

fusion(s)
Researching, 

improvising, 

generating, selecting, 

developing, 

structuring, refining 

and synthesising

Binary, ternary, rondo, narrative, 

episodic, beginning/middle/end, 

unity, logical sequence, 

transitions

Motif and 

development, 

repetition, 

contrast, 

highlights, climax, 

manipulation of 

number, unison 

and canon

Mood and 

atmosphere, 

contrast and variety, 

structure, 

relationship to 

theme/idea

Unit 1: 

Intro to 

Dance

SAFE WORKING 

PRACTICES 

(performance)

ACTION

CONTENT

Can create a motif

Unit 2: Skills 

of Dance 

Unit 2: 

Using a 

Stimulus

SPATIAL 

CONTENT

RELATIONSHIP

CONTENT

Unit 1: 

Contemporary
Unit 2: 
Dance 

Appreciatio

n

Unit 1: 

Dancing 

with 

Props 

TECHNICAL 

SKILLS

MENTAL SKILLS 

(process)

MENTAL SKILLS 

(performance)

Commitment

KS3-4 

Transition

Component 

1

Performance

Component 

2 Dance 

Appreciation

Physical 

Skills

Expressive 

Skills

Duet/Trio 

performance

Action 

Content

Dynamic 

Content

Relationship 

Content
Spatial 

Content

6 

professional 

works.

FEATURES OF 

PRODUCTIO

N:

Staging/Set

Colour, 

placement, 

direction, 

angles etc.

Lighting

Costume

Dancers

Aural Setting

Dance for 

Camera

Performance 

Environment

Choreograph

ic 

approaches

Choreographic 

content

Choreographic 

intent & 

stimulus

Song, 

instrumental

, orchestral, 

spoken 

word, 

silence, 

natural 

sound, 

found 

sound, body 

percussion, 

style, 

structure 

and musical 

elements 

such as tone, 

pitch, 

rhythm

Component 1

Choreography
Choreographic 

processes

Structuring 

devices and 

form

Choreographic 

devices

Aural setting 

effects on 

choreographic 

outcomes

Importance of 

nutrition & 

Hydration

Transfer of 

weight

DYNAMIC 

CONTENT

Sudden/sustained 

Strong/light
Flowing/Abrupt

Acceleration/decele

ration

Direct/Indirect

Can choreograph 

using a stimulus

Travel, turn, elevation, 

gesture, stillness, use of 

different body parts, floor 

work, transfer of weight

KS4-5

Transition

ENRICHMENT:

--Dance Company

--GCSE intervention

CAREERS:

-Dancer

-Choreographer

-Fitness instructor

-Dance administrator

-Physical therapist

-Teacher

Fast/slow

Direct/

indirect

Canon, Unison, 

Formations

Canon, Unison, 

Formations

Dance Actions

Retrograde

Dancers do 

not need 

wings to fly



Theatre
Review

YEAR

12

‘ Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all’-Aristotle 

7
YEAR

13
YEAR

10

8
YEAR

Theatre
Review

SkillsThe way 
west

Physical 
Theatre

Each lesson and 
topic has the 

KGA core 
values 

embedded

Skills
• KGA Values
• Freeze Frame
• Thoughts aloud
• Cross cutting
• Stage space

Content
Identity 
and bullying

Skills
• Freeze-frame
• Thoughts aloud
• Stage space
• Improvisation
• Whole class drama

Skills
• Physical Theatre
• Essence machines
• Sound collage
• People as props
• Mirroring
• Abstract drama

Empathy

Content
The Oregon Trail 

Treasur
e Island

Content
A poem called Giovanni 

about a sad clown

Theatre
Review

Hamlet Anne 
Frank

Commedi
a 
dell'arte

Empathy

Empathy

Skills
• Stage space
• Tension
• Abstract drama
• Soliloquy

Content
Explore the story of 
Shakespeare's classic

Content
Exploring Anne Frank’s 

time in the annexe

semiotic
s

OppressionI Love You 
Mum,
I Promise I 

won’t die

Content
Exploring the 16th Century 
Italian theatre using masks

Content
Exploring the famous 
play about social class

Content
Racism- focusing on 

Nelson Mandela
LGBTQ+ rights 

Skills
• Physical Theatre
• Masks
• Body language

Skills
• Physical Theatre
• Abstract drama

Skills
• Character

Skills
• Character 

Empathy

semiotic
s

Empathy

School production of 
I Love You Mum, I 
Promise I Won’t die

GCSE 
Drama!!!

Key Skills 
for creating 
Theatre 

Theatre
Review

Content
Using lots of different stimuli 
including a script about drink driving 
to develop all the skills needed to 
create theatre 

Content
Devising a play from scratch, from a 
choice of stimuli from the exam 
board. Performing the play to an 
audience.

Content
Creating a portfolio of 
how you developed your 
play.

Skills
• Group work
• Performance skills
• Conventions
• Drama techniques
• Lighting design

Semiotics
Content

A verbatim play about 
drug awareness

Skills
• Acting skills- voice-

movement
• Physical theatre 
• Transitions 
• Basic conventions
• Stage shapes
• Lighting design 
• Frantic Asssembly
• Group work

Watch 
performances 
from year 12

Devising 
Drama 
assessed 
unit

11

Performance 
and response

Presenting 
and 
Performing 
Texts

Content
Preparation for written exam; looking 
at how you would prepare Blood 
Brothers for a performance  

Content
Performing two extracts from the 
same play to a visiting examiner

Content
Preparation for written exam; 
continuing to look at Blood Brothers 
and work on a theatre review for a 
piece of live Theatre we watch 
together 

Skills
• Abstract drama
• Subtext Empathy

semiotic
s

Skills
• Understanding how to 

stage the play as a 
director./actor/designer

Skills
• Group work
• Performance skills

Skills
• Understanding how to 

stage the play as a 
director./actor/designer

• Evaluating live theatre

Theatre
Review

9
YEAR

Performing 
Repertoire

Influential 
performance 
practice

Prepare to work in the 
performing arts 
industry 

Introduction to 
practitioners 
and new styles

Combined 
Arts

CTEC 
Performing 

Arts

Content
Studying different practitioners in 
theatre using a script about drug 
awareness as a stimulus

Content
Learning 
about how 
a theatre 
company 
works and 
creating a 
commission 
from a 
brief. 

Content
Exploring different styles of theatre 
through history and making a 
performance in a chosen style

Content
Developing performance skills by 
creating a number of small 
performances in different styles and 
then perfecting a final performance 

Content
Apply for a 
fictional job in 
the arts 
including an 
application, 
presentation of 
skills and an 
audition 
performance 

Skills
• Directing
• Interpreting script
• Devising
• Styles and conventions

Skills
• Budgeting
• Applying for arts jobs
• Risk assessment
• Running a theatre company

Skills
• Directing
• Interpreting script
• Devising
• Styles and conventions

Skills
• Performance skills
• Styles and conventions
• Devising

Skills
• Applying for a job in the arts
• Writing a cv
• Auditioning
• Presenting ideas in a presentation

Empathy

Empathy

Empathy

Empathy

Empathy

Empathy

semiotic
s

semiotic
s

semiotic
s

Skills
• Research
• Analysis of research
• Evaluation
• Drama key words
• Explaining how ideas 

changed 

semiotic
s

semiotic
s

semiotic
s
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YEAR

9

YEAR

12

Notes of the 

keyboard

Rhythms and 

pulseInstruments of the 

Orchestra

Solo performance of 

Ode to Joy

‘ Music can change the world. ’ Beethoven 

7
YEAR

The Musical 

Elements – the 

building blocks of 

music

Different types of 

notation

Finding your 

voice – vocal 

techniques

Introduction to 

music notation 

software

African 

Kpanlogo

traditions

African 

Kpanlogo

polyrhythms

African 

Kpanlogo

ensemble 

performance

Chords on 

the Ukulele

How to strum a ukulele 

effectively

Ukulele 

solo/ensemble 

performance

How to 

compose a 

chord sequence

How to compose 

a melody line 

that fits with a 

chord sequence

Individual 

composition of a 

song with chords 

and melody

How to input 

composition 

into DAW and 

music notation 

software

Indian Raga –
traditions and 

purposes

Indian musical 

instruments

How to structure a Raga

What is Musical 

Theatre?

Performance of 

a Raga using 

improvisation

Ensemble 

performance of a 

piece of musical 

theatre

How does 

music enhance 

Film and TV?

Key Film 

compositional 

techniques

Composition 

using key 

techniques and 

thematic 

material to fit a 

scene

Using DAW and 

notation software to 

record composition, 

including live audio 

recordings

Social and political 

influences of todays 

society and 

development of 

music

The 12 bar 

Blues Chord 

Sequence 

and key 

features

An ensemble 

performance 

of the 12 Bar 

Blues with 

improvisatio

n

What are Fusions?

How did we get to 

the folk rock 

genre? What are 

the key features?

How to create 

your own 

arrangement of a 

piece.

An ensemble 

performance 

of a folk rock 

piece – own 

arrangements

What is music 

production?

DJ live performance

Explore equipment used 

for music production  

and DJing

Music from 1960’s to 
present day

Music for Film and 

TV

Fusions

Music Theory

Performance 

realisation

techniques

Music creation 

techniques

Music production 

techniques

Portfolio 

development –
examples of 

different 

techniques

How to develop 

key ideas through 

to completion

Personal and 

professional skills 

needed for the 

music industry

Time 

Managemen

t

Self Discipline and 

time 

management

How to audit your 

skills and plan for 

development

How to respond and 

act on feedback 

given

Responding to a 

commercial Music 

Brief

Initial response 

to the music 

brief

13
YEAR

Create a music 

product using 

performance or 

DAW software  

and in a different 

style to the 

original piece

Genre specific key 

features

How to re-

arrange an 

existing piece on 

DAW/ 

Performance and 

DJ Software

Effective idea development 

techniques

Job roles within the 

music industry

What’s needed to 
organise a concert?

Legal requirements 

and health and 

safety

A closer look at job 

roles specific for 

putting on an event

How to pitch a project

Practical 

experience of 

putting on an 

event and 

performing in it

Rates of pay of 

different jobs within 

industry

Unit 1 exam: Plan your own 

event, pitch it to camera 

and audition to perform in 

it

Where does 

arts funding 

come from?

What do you need 

for a successful 

audition?

Research of 

different genres

Socio-Historical 

context of 

genres and 

musicians’ work

Unit 2: setting 

up your own 

community 

music project

Political context of 

genres and 

musicians’ work

Economic context 

of genres and 

musicians’ work

Devising material 

suitable to fit a 

narrative

Practically applying 

job roles from 

across the music 

and performing arts 

industry  to 

produce a live show

Effective rehearsal 

and devising 

techniques

Unit 6: 

Advanced 

Improvisation 

techniques

11

10

8
YEAR

How to 

work 

within a 

musical 

ensemble

How to 

compose a 

fanfare –
single 

melody line

Communicating 

with an 

audience

The History of 

the 12 Bar Blues
Exploring different 

genres and sub 

genres of electronic 

music

How to work 

effectively as a soloist 

and as part of a mixed 

ensemble

Correct and safe 

use of performing 

and production 

equipment

Developing 

Performance/music 

creation/production 

skills

How to 

effectively 

research a 

practitioner

What are 

community 

music 

organisation

s and what 

do they do?

Timeline of how to put on a 

successful event

How to apply for 

funding for projects

Unit 3: create 2 

contrasting 

performances in 

response to a 

brief, discussing 

the context

How to 

combine Art 

forms to 

devise a 

contemporar

y 

performance

Unit 4: Historical 

and contemporary 

context of the 

combined arts

Unit 8: 

performances 

with own 

interpretation –
no fusions 

necessarily

Technological context of 

genres and musicians’ workHow to devise new content 

to create a showHow to create a 

performance based 

company

Documenting progress of 

rehearsals

Unit 4: Creating a combined arts 

performance

Effective reflection and 

evaluation of creative process

Effective rehearsals and documenting creative 

process

Document 

creation/rehearsa

l process 

effectively



Warming up 

and cooling 

down

Core and 

Advanced 

Skills

Major rules of 

the activity

Evaluating my 

own and others 

performance

Evaluating How 

this activity 

affects my 

health and 

fitnessA
s
s

e
s

s
m

e
n

t

3.4

11
YEAR

Terms 1 & 2

Term 5
Students 
choose 
options 

Term 6
Students choose options 

Terms 1 & 2
Students choose options 

Start to implement all major rules for all 

activities, as well as understand which 

bones and muscles are being used 

KS4 – Physical Education 

Term 6

Softball, 

Rounder’s
& Cricket 

Terms 3 and 4 

KS4 – Physical Education 

Power of 10 

Leadership 

Programme

Launch and 

Application

s 

Softball and 

Rounder’s House 
matches 

Movement towards 

exceptional 

performance, maximum 

motivation and enthusiasm 

Sports 

Day for all 

students 

3.4

10
YEAR

3.4

9
YEAR

Terms 3 & 4
Students choose options 

Term 5 
Students choose options or have 
the choice to start exam revision  

Fitness Testing Terms 1 & 2
Rugby & Netball 

Term 6
Softball 
and 
Rounder’s

Term 5
Athletics

Terms 3 & 4 
Football*  

Term 5
Athletics

How well do you 

work with others 

in a small team? 

Rugby and 

Netball Extra 

curricular clubs start, 

with fixtures against 

other schools 

Introductio

n to Cross 

County 

Swimming for 

all students in 

Year 7  in either 

term 2, 3 or 4

House Matches 

in Rugby and 

Netball 

Introduction to 

self and peer 

assessment 

Start to evaluate 

your own 

performance

Softball and 

Rounder's, 

house 

matches at 

the end of 

the term 

Core Skills and 

Small sided 

matches 

Athletics:

An 

introductio

n to 

throwing, 

jumping 

and running 

Basketball, 

Gymnastics, 

Badminton, 

Dodgeball, 

Fitness Suite 

throughout 

terms 2, 3 & 

4 

Start to 

influence the outcome 

and result of the game 

you are playing in

Year 7 – 9 

Four lessons per 

fortnight looking at 

up to 16 different 

sports/ activities 

In Year 7 

learners  will  

develop 

basic 

understandin

g of how to 

warm up and 

cool down, as 

well as the 

rules and 

regulations 

for each 

activity

Rugby and 

Netball House 

Match's

Cross 

Country 

House 

Race 

Look at 

how 

different 

sports 

affect 

your 

physical 

and 

mental 

health 

Rugby for 

boys and 

Netball for 

Girls 

Sports 
Day

KS3 – Physical Education 

3.4

8
YEAR

3.4

7
YEAR

In Year 8 learners will
KS3 – Physical Education 

Peer and Self 

Assessment 

for every 

activity 

My Physical Education 

Journey (CORE)
Influencing 

the outcome 

and end 

result of the 

activity

A
s
s

e
s

s
m

e
n

t 

Post 16
Destinations

Rugby and Netball 

Extra curricular clubs 

start, with fixtures 

against other schools 

Basketball, Parkour, Badminton

Dodgeball, Uni hockey and Fitness 

Suite throughout terms 2, 3 and 4 

Core activities in Bold

* Football is both Male and Female  

Terms 1 & 2
Rugby & Netball 

Terms 3 & 4 
Football* 

Term 6
Softball, 
Rounder’s
& Cricket

Athletics:

Throwing, 

jumping 

and running 

Softball and 

Rounder's, house 

matches at the 

end of the term 

Terms 3 & 4 
Football*

Term 5
Athletics

Basketball, Parkour, Badminton

Dodgeball, Uni hockey and Fitness Suite 

throughout terms 2, 3 and 4 

Terms 1 & 2
Rugby & Netball 

KS3 – Physical Education 

Major focus on 

enjoyment, personal 

performance, 

excellence in a variety 

of different sports 

Football extra 

curricular fixtures 

against other schools 

and house Matches 

for all groups 

Athletics: 

Performance in 

Throwing, 

jumping and 

running 

Develop confidence in a 

number of different 

activities and make 

progress in self and peer 

assessing their own and 

other’s performances

Consider Sports Science as a guided 
choice in Year 10

Sports Science starts and runs 
concurrently alongside Core PE

Focus on recreational PE, enjoyment, 

leadership, team work, working with 

others and being organised

Students are streamed into three  ability groups. Ability 

groups continue for terms 1 – 4 and students will 

participate in four activities over four terms  

Rugby and Netball Extra 

curricular clubs start, with 

fixtures against other schools 

Rugby and 

Netball House 

Match's

Football extra 

curricular fixtures 

against other schools 

and house Matches 

for all groups 

Football extra curricular 

fixtures against other 

schools and house 

Matches for all groups 

Football extra 

curricular 

fixtures 

against other 

schools and 

house 

Matches for 

all groups 

Students choose one of three different sports to 

participate in for the duration of the term

Focus on recreational PE, enjoyment, 

leadership, team work, working with 

others and being organised

Activities focus on 

physical, mental 

and social well 

being 

Post 16
Destinations

Focus on recreational PE, enjoyment, 

leadership, team work, working with 

others and being organised

Students 

choose one of 

three different 

sports to 

participate in for 

the duration of 

the term

Football extra curricular 

fixtures against other 

schools

Sports 

Day for all 

students 

Sports 

Day for all 

students 

Final Sports 

Day for all year 

10 students 

Students choose a final 

summer activity from 

softball, rounder’s or 
tennis 
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YEAR 

9 

YEAR 

12 

Digital Literacy 

Using Sound 

“The number one benefit of information technology is that it empowers people to do what they want to do. It lets people be creative. It lets people be productive. It 
lets people learn things they didn't think they could learn before, and so in a sense it is all about potential.” 

7 

YEAR 

Digital Safety 

Digital Animation 

Basic 

Programming 

Digital Safety 

Understanding 

Computers 

HTML and Web 

Development 

Networks 

Graphics 

Databases 

Computer Crime 

and Cyber 

Security 

Creative Project 

Python Programming 

Multimedia 

Google Sketch-up 

Algorithms 

How are graphics used? 

Truth Tables 

Why are graphics 

used? 

Binary 

Vector and Bitmap 

Data Representation 

File Formats 

Data storage and 

compression 

Properties of Digital 

Graphics 
Visualisation 

Diagram 

13 

YEAR 

Creating Multimedia 

Product 

Hardware 

Components 

Connectivity Methods 

Computer Systems 

Binary & Hexadecimal 

Software 

Servers Communication Methods 

Communication 

Skills & Attributes 

Operating Systems 

Information 

Formats 

Information Styles 

The Internet 

Information 

Classifications 

Quality of Information Business case 
Project Initiation 

Document 
Creation of Blog Cyber Security Incidents 

Motivation 

for Attackers 

11 

8 

YEAR 

Spreadsheets 

Decomposition & 

Abstraction 

Hardware 

Planning Graphics Assets 

World Wide 

Web 

Technologies 

Information 

Storage 

Hardware troubleshooting 
Protocols 

Information 

Management Project 

Methodologies 

Risk 

Management 

Responding to 

an incident 

Incident report 

Categories of Information Uses 
Project Lifecycle Feasibility Study 

Types of Attackers 
Financial Statement, 

Risk Plan, Team & 

Training 

Testing and Monitoring 

Stakeholders Pitch 

Four pillars of the IoE Sustainability 

Create Digital 

Graphics Evaluation 

Pre-Production 

Documents 

Health & Safety 

Legislation 
Target 

Audience 

How is animation 

used? 

Why is animation used? 

Animation Techniques File Formats 
Types of Animation 

Storyboard 

Planning Animation Assets 

Create Digital 

Animation 

Evaluation 

Design Elements 

Limitation Factors 
Planning Interactive 

Multimedia 

Work Plan and 

Navigation Plan 

Testing 
Review 

Software 

Programming 

Languages 

Networks 

Network Security 
Ethical & Legal 

Environmental 
Cyber Security 

Subprograms 
Operators 

Input & Output Data structures Data Types Constructs Develop Code 
Practice on Screen 

Assessment 

Revision 

Ethical Issues 

Threats & 
Security 

Evaluation 

Targets for cyber security 

Concept of the IoE 

Global Impacts Developmental 

Project 

Business proposal 

Logging in/File 

Management 

Searching the 

Internet 

Cyber Bullying 

Social Media 

Keeping data safe 

Emails 
Word Processing 

Presentations 

Desktop 

Publishing 
Planning 

Using 

Audacity 

Creating a 

Podcast 

Types of 

Animation Storyboard 

Animation 

Techniques Creating 

Animation Raw Data 

Formulae Graphs 

Kodu 

Python 

Acceptable 

Behaviour Online 

Digital Divide 

Online Threats 

Computing Laws 

Input, Output and 

Process 

Components 

Binary 

Storage HTML 

CSS 

Design 

Development The Internet 

Connectivity 

Network Hardware 

Topologies Visualisation 

Diagrams 

Graphic 

Techniques 

Creating Graphics 

Tables 

Queries 

Relationships 

Hacking 

Copyright 

Protecting 

Personal Data 

Planning a 

Restaurant 

Database 

Spreadsheet 

Where is 

python used? 

Variables 

If & Else 

Len & Loops 

While loops 

Logo 

Sound 

Video 

Animated Banner 

Sketch-up Basics 

Creating 

house 

Importing from a 

file 

Sequencing 

Instructions 

Technology 

Inventions 

Email Scams 
Advertising 

YEAR 

YEAR 

10 



 

Where are and deficit located globally? 

In Key Stage 3, 

students explore 

materials and the 

properties that 

these materials 

have. They are 

introduced to a 

range of workshop 

skills, which we 

hope will develop 

confidence   

YEAR 

9 

“The human mind is a channel though which things to be are coming into the realm of things that are” Henry Ford 

 

7 

YEAR 

11 

8 

YEAR 

Health & Safety 

rules of the 

workshop Task Analysis Timber Properties 
Accurately Measuring & 

Drawing Design Process 

Basic Hand Tools 
Woodworking 

Skills CAD/CAM 

Basic 

Electronics 

YEAR 

YEAR 

10 

Evaluation of 

practical work Design Processes 

ACCESSFM – Writing a 

specification Analysis of existing 

products Researching 

Japanese Culture 

What are Smart 

Materials? 

Researching the history of 

Automatons 

Design Specification – 

ACCESSFM for a client 

Types of Movement and how 

this is used in engineered 

products 

Mechanisms and how 

they are used in 

engineered products 

Designs ideas – how to 

present work in engineering 

working drawings 

Evaluation 

Plastic 

categories and 

properties 
What is 

biomimicry? 

Engineering 

Mathematics – 

calculating size, 

volume, area 

AC1.1 identify features that 

contribute to the primary function 

of engineered products 

Testing materials 

Materials for an 

engineering 

purpose Understanding 

electronic 

components 

Soldering 

circuits 

Understanding 

a circuit 

drawing 
Developing 

orthographic 

drawings 

Use of CAD 

AC1.2 identify features of 

engineered products that 

meet requirements of a brief 

AC1.3 describe how 

engineered products 

function  

AC2.1 draw 

engineering 

design 

solutions  

AC3.1 develop creative 

ideas for engineered 

products 

Evaluate options 

for design 

solutions  

AC3.3 produce 

design specifications 

  
AC2.2 

Communicate 

design ideas  

AC1.2 interpret 

engineering 

information 

AC2.1 identify 

resources required 

AC3.1 use tools in 

production of 

engineering 

products  

AC4.1 use engineering 

processes in production of 

engineered products 

AC1.1 Interpret 

engineering 

drawings  

Know forming 

processes of 

engineering materials  
Be able to solve 

engineering 

problems 

Understand properties of 

engineering materials 

Know forming processes of 

engineering materials  

The impact of 

modern technology 

Engineering 

sectors  

Material 

properties  

Renewable 

energy 

Mathematical 

techniques  
CNC 

  
AC3.2 Evaluate 

options for design 

solutions   

AC2.2 sequencing 

required activities  

AC3.2 Use equipment in 

production of engineered 

products  AC4.2 Evaluate quality of 

engineered products  

Using the 

tenon saw 
Using the 

coping saw 
Using the tri 

square and 

steel rule 

Using the disc 

sander 

Using the pillar 

drill 
Soldering 

Using the 

tenon saw 

Using the disc 

sander Using the belt 

sander 

How to use a 

marking gauge How to use a 

chisel 
Using the laser 

cutter 

Using adhesives 

for the correct 

materials 

Using the 

tenon saw 
Using the 

coping saw Using the disc 

sander 

Using the belt 

sander 
Using the pillar 

drill 
Using a hand 

drill 
How to use 

calipers to 

measure 

Using a scroll 

saw 

Using the laser 

cutter 

In Key Stage 4, 

students develop 

engineering skills 

specific to working 

with metals and 

plastics. Traditional 

methods of 

manufacture such as 

how to use a centre 

lathe are taught 

during practical 

lessons  



 

v 

YEAR 

9 

“Good food is a global thing and I find that there is always something new and amazing to learn – I love it!”  Jamie Oliver 

 

7 

YEAR 

11 

8 

YEAR 

The importance of 

food Hygiene, 

health and safety 

How to modify a 

recipe 

What is 

pathogenic 

Bacteria? 
Healthy Eating and an 

introduction to the 

Eatwell Guide Evaluation of 

practical skills 
Seasonality and menu 

planning 

Fruit Salad Scones Muffins Scone Based Pizza 
Fruity Flapjacks 

YEAR 

YEAR 

10 

Evaluation of 

practical skills 
Heat transfer 

methods 

What is gelatinisation and 

how does it happen? The importance of macro 

and micro Nutrients Introduction to 

Sauces 

People with special 

dietary needs 

Chicken Chow Mein Cheesy Pasta Chilli Chicken Curry Apple Tart 

Preparing Foods for others 

and understanding other 

people’s needs 

Who is the Environmental Health 

Officer and what do they do? 
Considering different 

religions British Cuisine and 

traditional dishes 
Practical Plan for how 

to cook a dish 

Cheesecake 
Pizza Quiche Macaroni Cheese 

Meatballs in Tomato 

Sauce 

Job requirements 

within the hospitality 

and catering industry 

The structure of the 

hospitality and 

catering industry 

Working conditions of different 

job roles across the hospitality 

and catering industry 

Factors affecting the success of 

hospitality and catering 

providers. Recommend options 

for hospitality provision  

The operation of the 

kitchen  

The operation of 

front of house  

How hospitality and 

catering provision meet 

customer requirements 

Personal safety 

responsibilities in the 

workplace 

Risks to personal 

safety in 

hospitality and 

catering 

Personal safety 

control measures for 

hospitality and 

catering provision  

The role and responsibilities of the 

Environmental Health Officer  

Food safety 

legislation 
Common 

types of food 

poisoning  

Food related 

causes of ill 

health  

Symptoms of food 

induced ill health  

1.1 Describe functions of 

nutrients in the human 

body  

1.2 Compare nutritional 

needs of specific groups  

1.3 Explain characteristics of 

unsatisfactory nutritional intake  

1.4 Explain how cooking 

methods impact on nutritional 

value  

2.1 Describe functions of 

nutrients in the human body  

2.2 Explain how dishes on a menu 

address environmental issues  

2.3 Explain how menu 

dishes meet customer 

needs  

2.4                  

Production of 

dishes for a 

menu  

3.1 Use techniques 

in preparation of 

commodities  

3.2 Assure quality of 

commodities to be used 

in food preparation  

3.3 Use techniques in 

cooking of 

commodities  

3.4 Complete dishes using 

presentation techniques  

 3.5 Use food safety practices  

Mock 4 hour Practical 

assessment – 2 dishes 

at restaurant quality  

4 hour practical assessment – 2 

dishes at restaurant quality 

Cup Cakes  

Bread Rolls   

Chelsea Buns 

Viennese Fingers 

Shortcrust Pastry  
Puff Pastry   

Choux Pastry   

Lemon 

Meringue Pie   

Pasta Dough   

Deboning and 

portioning a chicken    

  Gutting, scaling and 

filleting a fish 

During KS3 students 

develop a variety of 

practical skills in order 

to encourage 

independent working. 

They also learn about 

key areas of food 

theory, important to 

understanding nutrition 

and scientific practice 

that underpins Food 

Technology 

Students who study 

Hospitality and Catering 

develop their practical 

skills so that they are in 

line with a professional 

kitchen. The theory 

content concentrates on 

real life, important topics 

for the food industry. This 

gives students the 

knowledge needed to work 

in the catering industry



Managing emotions 

YEAR

9

YEAR

12

Confidence, Consideration, Courage, Creativity, Conscientiousness: creating the global citizen 

7
YEAR

13
YEAR

11

10

8
YEAR

Managing 

emotions 

Welcome to KGA 

– getting to know 

your tutor group

The 5C’s – sculpting a KGA 

student and future global citizen

Developing the 

Tutor Book

Positive 

emotional 

responses and 

developing 

resilience

PSHE Day 1 –
growing up

Online 

Safety

Friendship and 

anti-bullying –
preventing and 

dealing with peer 

on peer abuse

Consent

Stereotypes – sex, 

gender, race, 

religion 
Global Citizenship - British Values 

Democracy 

Rule of Law

Individual Liberty 

Mutual respect for and tolerance of 

those with different faiths and beliefs

PSHE Day 2 –
voting and 

democracyHealthy 

Lifestyle

Gender equality 

and careers

PSHE Day 3 – The 

Power of the 

Media

Talking about 

emotions and 

charity

The 5C’s –
sculpting a 

KGA student 

and future 

global citizen

Respectful 

relationships

Stereotypes, the 

Role of the 

Bystander and 

Anti-Bullying 

PSHE Day 2 –First 

Aid

Good Mental 

Health

Global Citizenship - British Values 

Democracy 

Rule of Law

Individual Liberty 

Mutual respect for and tolerance of 

those with different faiths and beliefs

Mindfulness 

and self-

esteem

PSHE Day 1 –The 

Real Game -

careers

Online 

Safety 

Identifying and 

Managing risk

Healthy 

relationships, 

contraception 

and Sadfishing

PSHE Day 3 –Fair 

Trade Day –
Global Citizenship

Cyber Bullying and dealing with 

inappropriate requests online

Healthy 

Lifestyle –
time 

outdoors

Charity and 

community 

participation

Dealing 

with 

change

PSHE Day 1 –
Outdoor 

education and 

further education 

opportunities

Respectful 

relationships 

and consent

Gang culture, 

county lines, knife 

crime and drug 

education

Options 

and 

careers

The Role of the 

Bystander, 

equality and 

tolerance 

PSHE Day 2 –
Careers

The emotional 

side of sex and 

contraception

Global Citizenship - British Values 

Democracy 

Rule of Law

Individual Liberty 

Mutual respect for and tolerance of 

those with different faiths and beliefs

Fake News

Healthy Lifestyle – body image, coping with stress, organ 

donation and the harm of smoking and alcohol

PSHE Day 3 –
Outdoor 

education and 

further education 

opportunities

Charity and 

community 

participatio

n

Credit, debt, 

budgeting, taxes 

and public 

spending

Disrespect 

Nobody and 

Positive 

Relationships

PSHE Day 2 –The 

Holocaust and 

acceptance of 

differences

PSHE Day 1 –
Mental Health 

and Coping with 

Stress

KGA Values and 

being a Global 

Citizen

Abusive 

Relationships

Digital 

Exploitation -

grooming

Online Safety – peer 

on peer abuse

PSHE Day 3 –Big 

Interview

Multi-

culturalism and 

Being a Global 

Citizen 

Planet Porn – the 

myth vs the realities 

of sex

Organ donation The challenges 

of parenthood

Fertility treatment 

and pregnancy

Condom Olympics

Writing a CV

Work 

Experience

Consent

Charity and 

community 

participatio

n

KGA Values and 

being a Global 

Citizen

Revision Skills

PSHE Day 1 –
Consent, safety 

and careers

Coping with the 

stress of exams

PSHE Day 2 –Core 

Subject 

Intervention and 

Mental Health

PSHE Day 3 –Core 

Subject 

Intervention and 

Mental Health

Careers – Post-

16

Employability

Revision Skills

Coping with the 

stress of exams

Exam 

Preparation

KGA Values and 

being a Global 

Citizen

6th Form –
bridging the gap

PSHE Day 1 –
Apprenticeships, 

work experience 

and personal 

statements

PSHE Day 2 –Safe 

driving, substance 

abuse and 

consent

PSHE Day 3 –
career paths post 

6th form

Radicalisation
Growth Mind 

set

Gambling 

Awareness

Mental Health 

and coping with 

stress

Surviving the 

exams

Personal 

statements and 

self-esteem

Online safety 

with a focus on 

grooming

Achieving a 

work/life 

balance

Exam 

Preparation

Charity and 

community 

participatio

n

KGA Values and 

being a Global 

Citizen

PSHE Day 1 –Next Steps –
UCAS and 

Job/Apprenticeship 

Applications

PSHE Day 2 –
Cooking on a 

budget and 

budgeting

Growth Mind setRevision skills

Mental health and 

surviving the 

exams

Exam 

Preparation

What does it take 

to be a global 

citizen?


